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CO/CO2 ratio in urban atmosphere:

Example of the agglomeration of Paris, France
Braud H.1, Bousquet P.1,2, Ramonet M.1, Sarda R.1, and Ciais P.1, 2003.

1 Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l'Environnement, France.
2 Université de Versailles St-Quentin en Yvelines, France.

Abstract

A better knowledge of atmospheric CO/CO2 ratios can be helpful to use CO as a proxy of
fossil CO2, a component of CO2 atmospheric cycle that can hardly be separated from biogenic

component using CO2 observations alone. We present here measurements of carbon monoxide (CO)
and carbon dioxide (CO2) that have been performed during three campaigns  on the roads and streets

of Paris agglomeration, during the winter season of 1999/2000 and 2000/2001, and during  spring
2003. Measurements have been performed on board a car equipped with continuous gas analyzers.

The collected data allowed us to quantify the CO/CO2 atmospheric and emission ratios for different
conditions of traffic (rural, highways, ring road, tunnels…). We found out that atmospheric ratio

increases from 1.1 .10-3±0.3 (rural sites) up to 6.6 .10-3±2.1 for Paris' city center. This ratio can reach
even larger values within confined areas like tunnels. Based on CO vs. CO2 regressions, we classified
CO/CO2 emission ratio in three classes depending on the proximity of the road: 1 a LOW class,
largely influenced by biogenic CO2, with an emission ratio of ~1.9 ; 2 a HIGH class, dominated by

road transport emission with an emission ratio greater than 16 ; 3 a MEDIUM class representative of

the global emission of Paris agglomeration, with an emission ratio of 11.6 .10-3±8.3. We suggest that

this latter could be used to deconvoluate the continuous CO2 measurements done in the south-west
suburb of Paris at the Saclay station.

Keywords: Carbon monoxide, Carbon dioxide, Urban atmosphere, CO/CO2 ratio

1. Introduction

Atmospheric concentrations of CO2 result in the convolution of CO2 sources and sinks with
atmospheric transport ; globally, CO2 emissions are various in space and time, with a larger

contribution of biogenic sources and sinks (respectively due to respiration and photosynthesis) than
fossil CO2 emissions. At a local to a regional scale, the respective contribution of fossil CO2 and

biogenic CO2 to atmospheric instantaneous concentration can vary deeply, depending on the
environment of the measurement place. Thus, in an atmospheric measurement, anthropogenic and

biogenic CO2 fluxes are highly embedded, so that they cannot be separated using CO2 measurements
alone.

To get separate estimations of fossil CO2 and biogenic CO2 from atmospheric measurements,
two main ways can be followed. The first one is to use the fact that fossil CO2 is 14C free (Levin et al.,

1989 ; Meijer et al., 1996). Thus, 14C measurements can be used additionally to CO2 measurements to
deconvolve fossil CO2 from biogenic CO2. This technique is very costly and hardly continuous at

present. The second way is to use a gaseous tracer that is emitted together with CO2 during the
combustion process, and which has no biogenic component in its cycle.

Several such gases have been studied (Bakwin et al., 1997), among which carbon monoxide

(CO) that present the advantage to be relatively easy to measure. CO is a product of fossil fuel
combustion, which emission ratio depends on the characteristics of the combustion process. Typically,
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combustion with no limitation in oxygen produces maximum 5% of CO. At a global scale, fossil fuel
combustion represents 60% of all sources of CO (Yurganov et al., 1998). The other sources of CO are
biomass burning, as well as the oxidation of methane and of others Non-Metallic HydroCarbons . The
main sink (90 to 95%) of atmospheric CO is the oxidation by the hydroxyl radical (OH). CO has a short
lifetime in the atmosphere from 2 months in summer to 6 months in winter, due to its reaction with OH..
However, there is no seasonal change in lifetime nearby its sources (Chen et al., 2001). Therefore,
CO may be a good candidate to be a proxy for fossil CO2 æ at least for local to regional studies æ
although the large range of the CO emission ratio seen within combustion processes remains a
problem to solve.

A first step to use CO as a proxy of fossil CO2 is to better quantify CO/CO2 ratios in the
atmosphere. The main contributors for fossil CO and CO2 emissions are surface road emission and
heating: around 95% for CO and 80% for CO2 of the total emission within Paris agglomeration
(AIRPARIF, Association in charge of monitoring air quality throughout the Paris agglomeration).
However, there is a large range of CO/CO2 ratios due to the type and quality of combustion. If such
ratios can be found in the literature for rural atmosphere (NOAA[1] and AEROCARB[2]) and for urban
area as Paris (AIRPARIF[3] and CITEPA[4]), only few studies have begun to characterize the ratio
between these two extremes. In this paper, we present an analysis of CO/CO2 ratios that have been
measured on roads and streets of Paris agglomeration (France, 11 million inhabitants, 12 000 km2)
during three campaigns, in the winter season of 1999/2000 and of 2000/2001 and in spring 2003. We
used a car equipped with continuous analyzers to make these measurements on the road while
driving, in order to investigate the evolution of the CO/CO2 atmospheric ratio from rural sites where the
air is rather clean, to Paris' city center, close to the transport emissions. Firstly, we describe the
experiment set up, the campaigns and the data analysis that has been performed. In a second part,
we explain our analysis of the atmospheric CO/CO2 ratios. Finally, the inferred emission ratios are
presented.

2. Experiment

2.1. Instrumentation

During the field campaigns, a duty vehicle was equipped with continuous gas analyzers. The
air was pumped at a flow rate of 4 l/min, from the front window of the car passenger's side through a
Dekabon flexible airline of 5.72 mm diameter. CO concentrations were measured by a CO11M
analyzer from the French company Environnement SA ; and CO2 concentrations with a Li-6252
apparatus from the American company LI-COR. Both instruments are based on non-dispersive
infrared absorption and concentrations are retrieved through the Beer-Lambert's law. Energy was
provided to the devices by two 24 V batteries, and all instruments were raked at the back of the
vehicle. These latter were linked to a laptop for automatic data acquisition, using the Lab VIEW
software (REF). Time and position during the campaigns were acquired by GPS.

As indicated by the constructor, the resolution of the CO instrument  is 1 part per billion (ppb),
and its accuracy is 10-20 ppb ; however, the device is calibrated only once a year and we have
noticed that it was showing an unstable behaviour at low CO levels (<100 ppb), with larges
fluctuations characterized by a typical period of a few days. We associate this issue to the high
sensitivity of the instrument to temperature variations, even if its internal temperature is regulated

                                                                        
[1] : National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration æ http://www.noaa.gov/
[2] : Airborne European Regional Observation of CARbon Balance æ http://www.aerocarb.cnrs-gif.fr/
[3] : http://www.airparif.asso.fr/
[4] : Centre Interprofessionel Technique d'Etude de la Pollution Atmosphérique æ
http://www.citepa.org/
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indeed in the car, the temperature was not as constant as in laboratory. Thus, a precision of ±100 ppb
is to be considered for the CO measurements recorded during these campaigns.

The CO2 instrument presents an accuracy of 1 to 2 ppm at respectively 350 to 1 000 ppm. We
used it in absolute mode, meaning that the reference cell was linked to the infrared emission chamber,
where the CO2 was removed by soda lime, to avoid transport of calibration gas. Again, as we did not
calibrate the instrument during the campaigns but only once afterwards, we apply a conservative
precision of ±5 ppm for the CO2 measurements of this study.

These precisions are much larger than the current ones in semi-urban CO or CO2

measurements (Saclay…) where the instrument presents a precision of respectively 2 ppb and 0.1
ppm (Pépin et al., 2001 ; Valant et al., 2003). However, the concentrations observed in this experiment
are generally much larger than those of the station (CO at Saclay for our experiment is 0.26 ppm, on
the road concentration are greater than 1 ppm). The relative precision on CO and CO2 instrument
determine a relative precision for CO/CO2 ratio:
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This precision is around 0.27.10-3 for all the categories, varying from 3% for highly polluted
areas to 38% for rural conditions (see Table 1).

 Saclay rural fluid dense town 1 town 2 ring road tunnels jam peaks

            

Mean 0.26 0.58 1.2 1.84 1.14 3.15 2.6 4.8 2.79 2.73

Error 0.25 0.38 0.45 1.05 0.83 1.11 1.73 1.71 3.15 1.04

Standard
deviation

0.02 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.58 0.82 0.63 1.16 2.14 0.81

CO
(in ppm)

Variability 0.23 0.32 0.32 0.86 0.59 0.75 1.61 1.25 2.31 0.64

            

Mean 381 408 431 495 435 478 479 611 462 475

Error 15 29 20 42 38 38 51 77 68 38

Standard
deviation

5.5 8.3 14.5 31.1 20 24.7 26.1 47.7 47.5 23.3

CO2

(in ppm)

Variability 12.5 27.8 12.4 27.7 31.7 28.6 43.5 59.7 48.5 29

            

Mean 0.7 1.4 2.8 3.6 2.7 6.7 5.1 8.1 5.7 5.7

Error 0.6 0.9 1.1 2.2 1.7 2 3.1 2.7 5.3 1.8

Standard
deviation

0.05 0.27 0.75 1.03 1.23 1.52 1.14 1.59 3.69 1.5

CO/CO2

(in 10-3)

Variability 0.58 0.45 0.72 1.93 1.15 1.23 2.83 2.2 3.84 1.03

 Instrumental 0.27 0.27 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.28 0.27 0.25 0.28 0.26

Table 1: Global mean and error (standard deviation and variability) for CO, CO2 and CO/CO2 ratio classified by
category.
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2.2. Campaigns description

We made three campaigns during the winter season of 1999/2000 and of 2000/2001, and
during spring 2003. They took place on the roads and streets of Paris agglomeration. The first two
campaigns were made in winter to minimize the CO2 biogenic contribution. The 2003 campaign was
made in spring to evaluate the influence of the biogenic seasonal variation in urban area. The
measurement days were chosen in function of the weather, as windless as possible (North-east wind
and speed less than 4 m/s). Figure 1 depicts the most used roads roamed during the three campaigns
and the different stops we made. However, other routes were followed to represent the whole Paris
agglomeration. While sampling, all external conditions were reported (type of road, conditions of
circulation, weather) and carefully recorded. To avoid strong pressure variations in the sampling lines,
driving was done as smooth as possible and speed was voluntarily limited to 60 km/h on roads and 80
km/h on motorways. Several tests were made to make sure measurements were not undergoing
perturbations from strong acceleration and breaking. As most experiments were made during winter,
instruments were put in the car just before leaving the laboratory, after a night of operating, to limit the
impact of brutal temperature changes. Each campaign consisted in several periods of 2-3 hours of
1 Hz sampling, spread over a few weeks. That represents more than 100 000 points of measurements
for each pollutant, around 25% were rejected for being non-sense values.

Figure 1: Map of the Paris agglomeration. Solid lines represent the most frequent route roamed during the different

campaigns, notably march 20, 2003. The number represent the stop we made across Paris.
1: Ring road 2: Ivry
3: Victor Basch, place 4: Général Leclerc, avenue
5: Châtelet, place 6: Gare du Nord, station

2.3. Data analysis

Figure 2 illustrate the variations of CO and CO2 concentrations versus time by showing the
data recorded on the day March 20th, 2003. These curves reveal two types of variability: the first one
at low frequency, with an increase of the concentrations as we goes closer to Paris' city center; and
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Figure 2: Example of raw CO/CO2 (in 10-3) ratio around Paris for the measurement day of March, 20 2003. Dark diamond
and left Y scale represent the ratio. Dot and the right Y scale represent the category number:

1: Saclay 6: town 2
2: background 7: ring road
3: fluid 8: tunnels
4: dense 9: peaks
5: town 1 10: jams

the second one at high frequency, which corresponds to the sampling of neighboring cars and trucks
exhaust pipes.

Ten categories were defined to represent the type of road and circulation conditions: æ1
measurements in semi-urban atmosphere: Saclay and background ; æ2 measurements on road: fluid,
dense , town 1 (city streets with no traffic) and town 2 (city street with dense traffic) ; æ3
measurements in particular condition: ring road, tunnels, jams ; 4)  a peaks  category corresponding on
the measurement of exhaust puff. Six extra categories were created to treat data measured during the
different stops, of 15 minutes at least, that we made across Paris' city center. Each one of the 75 000
raw data points was affected to a category based on conditions recorded during the experiment
(traffic, meteorology, surrounding cars...) or rejected. Each couple of CO-CO2 data was grouped by
sampling day and by category, to be processed separately.

3. CO/CO2 atmospheric ratio

3.1. Method

Firstly, a numerical low pass filter was applied on CO and CO2 raw data, for each day and
each category. The period of filtering was adjusted to remove short-term fluctuations (less than 30s)
due to the proximity of exhaust pipes ; these data were analyzed in the peaks category, which has not
been filtered. Then, the mean CO/CO2 ratio (Ratm)i,j (respectively CO and CO2 concentrations) was
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calculated, for each category (i) and each day (j), after removing data departing more than 3(sstd)i,j

from the mean(where (sstd)i,j is the standard deviation of the measurements for category i, and day j).
Secondly, the average CO/CO2 ratio per category (Ratm)i across days of sampling (respectively

the CO and CO2 concentration) was calculated as the mean of each (Ratm)i,j (respectively (CO)i,j and

(CO2)i,j) weighted by the inverse of the square standard deviation (sstd)i,j and the number of data Ni,j.
This was made to favor CO and CO2 data with lower noise level (low (sstd)i,j) and more representative
(high Ni,j).
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3.2. Results

Table 1 presents the CO/CO2 ratios, CO and CO2 concentrations for the ten categories
defined above, as well as the associated errors (standard deviation and day to day variability). The
uncertainties on CO/CO2 ratio are high, ranging from 30% to 80% and even 90% for the jam category.
This is mostly due to both dispersion and variability. Generally, the instrumental error decreases
relatively as measurements were made closer to the emissions, where values are higher; at the
opposite, in those conditions the dispersion error is higher. As an example for the ratio, instrumental
and dispersion errors are both equal to 20% for the rural category, while there values are 5% and
65%, respectively, for traffic jam category.

As expected, CO/CO2 ratios increase as we move from rural zone (1.4 .10-3±0.9) to urban
areas (6.7 .10-3±2.0, reaching 8.1 .10-3±2.7 under tunnels). Paris ring road shows an intermediate
value of 5.1 .10-3±3.1, but presents as well a large uncertainty. This is due to the variability of the
measurements, since the conditions of circulation on the Parisian ring road are highly variable,
depending on the zone and on the period. Around Paris' ring road, there are two distinct areas: a
northeast area, which is well ventilated and exposed to the dominant wind, and a southwest area,
which is more underground and therefore presents an accumulation of pollutants. In Paris’ city center,
the mean atmospheric ratio for our stops is 5.2 .10-3±1.0 ; this value is lower than the value for town 2
(6.7 .10-3±2.0) because of the stop at Victor Basch and Gare du Nord, two locations where the
circulation was quite weak.

However, in any case mean atmospheric ratios remain under 10. Note that instantaneous
CO/CO2 ratios around 40.10-3 have been reached, with an absolute maximum around 80.10-3. But the
mean values for all categories are more than two times less than the emission ratio for transport, given
by models (21.6.10-3, AIRPARIF, 1998). In other respect, we observed that CO/CO2 variations are
mostly due to CO variations (CO and CO/CO2 ratio are always highly correlated R2>90) ; this result
indicates a rapid decrease of CO concentration just after the exhaust pipe, mainly due to the
difference with rural concentrations for both CO and CO2. CO rural concentrations (0.4-0.5 ppm) are
about ten orders of magnitude smaller than concentrations measured close to the exhaust pipe,
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whereas CO2 rural concentrations (~370-390 ppm) are only two times smaller. These differences
determine a much larger gradient of concentration for CO than for CO2. CO can also react with OH
radicals but at timescales of seconds to hours, this mechanism cannot directly explain the rapid
decrease of CO, considering the lifetime of CO (2-6 months) in winter and early spring.

Atmospheric measurements can provide information on the type of sources that contribute to it
through the calculation of emission ratios.

4. CO/CO2 emission ratio

4.1. Method

The CO/CO2 emission ratio is defined as the ratio of the global common sources and sinks of
CO and CO2. CO and CO2 concentrations could be represent as the sum of different contributions:

CO = [CO]back + [CO]fos

CO2 = [CO2]back + [CO2]bio + [CO2]fos

For our study, the variations due to biomass burning are neglected, and assimilated in the
background contribution. We define k as the factor for the combustion process.

[CO]fos = k [CO2]fos

[CO] - [CO]back = k ([CO2] - [CO2]back + [CO2]bio)

 In our experiment, at short time-scale, we consider the background and the biogenic
contribution as constant, so:

[CO] = k [CO2] + cte

The slope of the regression line of the plot CO vs. CO2 gives the factor k for the combustion
process, considering that the background and the biogenic contribution are constant.

For all days of the campaigns and for each category, we calculate a regression line between
raw CO and CO2 data by Orthogonal Distance Regression, ODR (Press et al., 1992). The ODR
function minimizes the distance between each point and the regression line, referring to the
perpendicular of the regression line, unlike usual linear regression that minimizes this distance,
referring to the perpendicular of the x-axis. This function permits to take into account errors on both
axes (Pataki et al., 2003). Figure 3 depicts the example of such regressions for the ring road category.

The slope given by the ODR function is the emission ratio (Rem)i,j for the category (i) and the
day (j). We define the global CO/CO2 emission ratio (Rem)i as the mean of (Rem)i,j weighted by the
correlation coefficient Ri,j

2 and the number of data Ni,j. This definition was chosen to favor conditions of
sampling with better correlations between CO and CO2, in order to limit the influence of non-common
sources or sinks such as biogenic CO2.
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Figure 3: Correlation between CO and CO2 for the ring road category. The line represent the regression line calculated
by ODR for eight measurement day, the dot are the corresponding raw data.

1999/11/16 (am) 1999/11/16 (pm)
2000/11/15 (pm) 2000/11/22 (pm)
2003/03/20 (pm) 2003/03/24 (pm)
2003/03/26 (pm) 2003/04/08 (pm)

Generally, the instrumental error (s inst)i is negligible comparing to the dispersion of the
emission ratio due to the different days of sampling.

4.2. Results

Table 2 presents the net emission ratios for each category, and their related uncertainties.
Emission ratios for all categories can be roughly grouped into three classes (see Figure 4): LOW
(emission ratios <3 .10-3, Saclay and rural), HIGH (ratios >16 .10-3, tunnels and jam) and MEDIUM
(mean ratio around 11.6 .10-3±8.3, for all other categories). The ratio of the MEDIUM class is close to
the mean emission ratio for Paris agglomeration given by AIRPARIF inventory, 9.2 .10-3. It is slightly
higher, probably because most of the measurements were made on roads and our filtering of purely
local influence may not be complete. However, the agreement can be considered as good accounting,
for æ1 the large uncertainty of our estimates and æ2 the lack of uncertainty of the inventory
estimation, which is probably not negligible.

Such an emission ratio, deduced from atmospheric measurements, reflects one particular
combination of sources of CO and CO2 in the Paris agglomeration. AIRPARIF sources inventory
shows that residential and tertiary activity (CO2rt) for one part and road transport (CO2v) for another
part contributes to 80% of the total CO2 emissions. In Paris agglomeration, biomass burning can be
neglected and most of the pollutant industries have been removed from the agglomeration in the early
60's. Supposing that for these sources CO and CO2 are co-located, a partition of source influence can
be made for each class by solving a 2-unknown system. If Rv is the emission ratio for road transport
source, and Rrt for residential and tertiary activities, Rv = COv/CO2v, and Rrt = COrt/CO2rt. As we
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Saclay rural fluid dense town 1 town 2 ring road tunnels jam peaks

Mean
1.1 2.6 9.7 13.8 11.6 11.3 11.8 17.5 16.4 35.5

Error
1.2 1.5 6.4 12.1 8.4 8 6.4 10 10.5 30.2

Instrumental
error 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 1 1 1 0.7 1.3
Standard
deviation 0.7 1.2 4.1 8.3 6.3 7.1 6.1 9 10.5 21.2

CO/CO2

(in 10-3)

Variability
0.6 0.8 4.9 8.7 5.4 3.5 1.7 4.2  21.4

Table 2: CO/CO2 emission ratio and error associated (instrumental error and variance) for the tens different categories.

consider these two sources as the main contributors for CO and fossil CO2 emissions (CO2rt + CO2v =
100), the emission ratio measured is defined as:
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Doing so, we find that the MEDIUM class reflects CO2 tertiary emissions for  66% (inventory =
55%) and road emissions for 34% (inventory = 24%). This class is strongly representative of the global
emission of Paris agglomeration. For the HIGH class, road transport source has obviously more
influence (2/3) than tertiary source (1/3). These results mean that until we gets into very confined
areas as tunnels or traffic jam zones, emission ratio "observed" at one point are close to the mean
emission ratio for Paris agglomeration.

The LOW class represents Saclay and rural measurements. Some hypothesis can be made
for which the ratio is much smaller than the inventory one. First, these categories correspond to low
values of CO (< 1 ppm). As noticed above, the CO instrument is not accurate for such low values and
may mismatch the measured CO concentrations. Second, Saclay is located in a semi rural/semi urban
area. Influence of biogenic CO2 sources (respiration) or sinks (photosynthesis) can probably not be
neglected. For these locations, the main hypothesis, i.e. the constancy of the biogenic contribution, is
not available anymore so the biogenic contribution enters within the combination of sources. As those
fluxes are not associated to any CO sources, the emission ratio for biogenic is zero, so it reduces the
net emission ratios.

Finally, we noticed that the emission ratio of the peaks category reaches the value of 35.5 .10-

3±21. The peaks category corresponds to a brief measure of an exhaust puff (< 30s). This value is
close to the emission ratio measured at the exhaust pipe (37.5 .10-3) for a well adjust car without
catalytic converters and a speed engine of 1 500 Round Per Minute (RPM) (Renault, personal
communication). The large uncertainty of our value (more than 60%) can be explained by the fact that
there is a large range of values for the emission ratio at the exhaust pipe 1.10-3 to 500.10-3, since it
depends on many variables: adjustment of the car, speed engine, catalytic converter…
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Figure 4: Comparison between CO/CO2 (in 10-3) ratio and the emission inventory. In grey, the atmospheric ratio, in dark
grey the emission ratio from the measure, in black the ratio from the emission inventory of AIRPARIF. For Exhaust pipe

it's the ratio is for a well adjust car and speed motor of about 1500 Round Per Minute (RPM). Nevertheless, there are
many variables that influence it, and the range is very large about 1 to 500.

5. Discussion and conclusion

The low emission ratio calculated for Saclay and rural categories brings out the question of
spatial integration of such emission ratios. Actually, these categories could be extended on a few tens
of kilometers ; thus for a same category, the concentrations could be influenced by different footprint,
and like that present a large range of emission ratios. At the opposite, very confined areas like tunnels
and jams, present a uniform footprint ; for these categories, the emission ratio reaches the road
transport value.

The analysis conducted in this paper reveals that the use of CO as a proxy for fossil CO2 is
reasonable in urban or road environment. For these cases, emission ratios are compatible with purely
anthropogenic CO and CO2 emissions, and reflect the global mixing ratio of the region. However, it
appears that as soon as the environment becomes less urban, CO/CO2 emission ratios drop rapidly,
as they are probably influenced by other factors than anthropogenic sources, such as biogenic CO2

sources. Also, note that our methodology can introduce artefacts in the emission ratio calculation. That
means that measurements of CO and CO2 in a city center provide good information for the
identification of the origin of air masses.

The measurement of urban emission ratios should be done regularly to evaluate the decrease
of the CO emission started in the end of the ninety's with the evolution of the automotive fleets
(catalytic converters…) and with the application of norms on greenhouse gases emissions. Thus, the
emission ratios could be used for the analysis of continuous atmospheric measurements done in semi
urban area (e.g. Saclay, Heidelberg…). These stations, close to anthropogenic sites, appeared
recently in the global atmospheric networks like AEROCARB or Global view. These networks have
been developed to study the background atmosphere with continuous and synchronous CO, CO2

measurements. For that, the stations are generally located far away from anthropogenic sources, but
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in recent years, the interest for land surface carbon exchange grew up, involving the development of
semi-urban sites. For these latter, a good knowledge of the origin of the air masses is necessary to
separate background air masses from polluted air masses. CO is used in that aim, more especially to
determine the contribution of fossil CO2 to the atmospheric CO2 content by means of CO and CO2

measurements.
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